
Greetings!

Rockland, Massachusetts – In a world where everything relies on batteries and electrical charges,
one groundbreaking innovation stands out for its ability to easily help. Introducing the Balance Tee
– a biotech marvel that retunes the body's natural rhythms, offering a transformative way to
enhance wellness and quality of life.

Brett Miller and Anna Dunbar, the dynamic minds behind 110 Fitness, have spearheaded a
revolutionary movement in wellness. Their inclusive wellness center caters to individuals facing
various challenges, both physical and developmental. It's at 110 Fitness that a group of volunteers,
comprising patients and wellness enthusiasts, recently experienced the undeniable potential of the
Balance Tee.

On a sunny August 15th, a diverse group gathered to explore the Balance Tee's impact firsthand.
Guided by the insightful teachings of Taylor, Andy, and Caitlin, participants embarked on a journey
of self-discovery. Within minutes, the effects were palpable – a renewed sense of strength and
control rippled through their bodies where it had been weaker prior.

The New Biotech Balance Tee's Value Is Felt During Self-Testing at 110Fitness on August 15th
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Each individual's experience was unique, yet a common thread emerged: feeling better with the
Balance Tee improved overall well-being. As questions flowed about the science behind the Balance
Tee, a candid video discussion captured the essence of curiosity and transformation.

The initial spark of transformation has ignited a journey of exploration. The participants', Brett,
Anna, and their dedicated team are committed to further studies after witnessing positive responses
with the Balance Tee on. Armed with real-life success stories, they aim to fine-tune the Balance Tee's
applications for enhanced balance, mobility, and holistic wellness.

Witnessing testers respond so positively to the Balance Tee was incredible. The goal of the Balance
Tee team is to ensure that this tool helps as many people as possible. 
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As the sun sets on this remarkable event, the journey is far from over. The team's focus now shifts
to extended tests, gathering data, and refining the Balance Tee's effectiveness. With a focus on
ensuring consistent results, they're on the cusp of launching a new phase of exploration in the
coming weeks.

Eager to embrace the transformative energy of the Balance Tee? Visit www.balancetee.com or get
in touch via email at hello@balancetee.com.
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For media inquiries, please contact:
Taylor Kenerson
hello@balancetee.com
(800) 211 8689

About 110 Fitness:
110 Fitness stands as a pioneering inclusive wellness center, catering to individuals facing various
health challenges, diseases, or developmental and physical disabilities. With an unwavering
commitment to leaving no person behind, 110 Fitness empowers its members to harness their
fullest potential – physically, mentally, and spiritually. By amalgamating physical exercise with
mindfulness and wellness programs, the center equips its members with comprehensive support
to achieve balance in all aspects of their lives, aiming to help each individual "Be 110."
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"DON'T BELIEVE US, BELIEVE THE SCIENCE. THE BALANCE TEE IS

BACKED BY DECADES OF IT "

About Balance Tee:
The Balance Tee is the first clothing with biotechnology that helps our mind & body function better.
The biotech infusions constantly emit the perfect frequencies helping to awaken and retune our
body's natural vibrations. By stimulating the cerebellum proprioceptors in our brains, the Balance
Tee helps us function better both mentally and physically. Created by scientists with human
wellness in mind, this comfortable tee is the perfect assistance to care. 
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